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Abstract

The complexity of systems contributes to the fact that the time needed to
design such systems can become very large. It could be useful to know
more about complexity and development time of systems such as integrated
circuits and software projects. For the case of integrated circuits, and more
specific Application Specific Integrated Circuits, a model was derived to
estimate the designtime. This model needed to be detailed, the influence of
complexity had to be accounted for.
Notions from information theory were already used to obtain the first
designtime estimation model. This theory is used to say something more
about the design trajectory of ASICs. It was found possible to distinguish
four different design actions: creation, selection, connection and verificati
on. These four actions correspond with the terms Fn (noise), Fb (blockage),
Fe (connection) and Ft (throughput) whose tota! give the tota! amount of
information F needed to be produced in order to design an ASIC or a
software program.
The noise term Fn was thought of as the creativity rating of the designer.
However it can be split up recursively into a noise term, a blockage term, a
connection term and a throughput term.
From completed designs, of which only two were available, the information
content was derived. It was shown that the influence of design tools and
hierarchical design principles can be very large. The influence of the man
machine interface on the information flow was not considered, but it is
recognized that this interface is very important. Further research should be
done.
Because of the fact that only two completed ASIC design were available,
the derivation of the more detailed, improved model for the estimation of
the design time failed. More data is necessary to validate the assumptions
made. However, the theory provided here can be of use when investigating
completed designs. Also the complexity can now be measured. The theory
used is applicable to other systems, such as software projects and organiza
tional structures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC' s) are integrated circuits
designed for a special purpose, containing all the functional elements for
the task on a single chip. By replacing printed circuit boards containing a
number of standard chips, ASIC's can bring about great savings of cost,
reduced development time, lower power consumption and improved
reliability.
Unlike general-purpose microprocessors and memory chips, which are
fabricated in runs of hundreds of thousands at a time, ASIC's are generally
made in batches of ten to ten thousand units, and occasionally in larger
quantities.
Most ASIC's are designed using silicon compiler software systems. One of
these systems is the P-ASIC design flow, developed by Philips Hilversum,
which is a package of tools which help the designer work better and faster.
The P-ASIC design flow was choosen as an example, and all the investiga
ted ASIC design were made with this package.
When the designer uses design tools, several questions can be asked from
an economie point of view:

• How must faster does a designer work when using certain tools?
• How long will it take before a design is completed?
• What profits can be made when changing the hardware description

language for a more powerful one?

These questions are important because tools have to be bought or developed
and designers have to be payed, etc. etc. It all has to do with economics,
i.e. the attempt to maximize the profits.

1
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Figure 1 Uncertainty and design time estimation

The major questions of this master thesis are:

• How does the designtrajectory influence the designtime of an
ASIC?

• How long does it take to design an ASIC?

The first question deals with design strategies and which design strategy
yields the best implementation in a minimum of time. The second question
is obvious: some people involved (for example the marketing managers) are
very anctious to have an indication of the amount of time it will take to
complete the design. Before an answer can be given, a few parameters
should be know. It is obvious that the more is known about the design and
designtrajectory, the more accurate the estimate of the design time will beo
There wiU of course always be an uncertainty, but the goal of this study is
to make this uncertainty as small as possible. Figure 1 gives an graphical
impression of this ambition. The dotted line illustrates the wanted situation,
the solid line indicates the present situation. It is the ultimate goal to
minimize the uncertainty in the designtime estimation as soon as possible.

In 198911990 E.F. van de Weijdeven derived a model for the designtime
estimation. This model estimates the design time in a very early stage of
the design, when almost nothing is known, which implies that the uncert-
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ainty is very high. If there is almost no information of the design this
model gives a decent indication of the designtime, which is better than
having to deal with total uncertainty. However the model is very rough and
does not concern certain aspects of the ASJC design trajectory such as
timing and simulation. Therefore it was decided that the study should have
a sequel. This master thesis is a continuation of the work done previously
by C.J. Koomen and E.F. van de Weijdeven and which form a firm basis
on which to continue.
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Chapter 2

Information theory for system
design

The creation of information plays a central role in system design. To obtain
an Implementation of a given Specification one needs a certain amount of
Knowiedge. This principle is called the SKI model of an implementation
step and is given in figure 2.

Desi ner & Environment

Figure 2 The SKI model

The amount of information that has to be added in order to obtain I from S
is determining for the designtime. The information that has to be added can
be obtained from the designer or from computer tools, which contain
information although this information is deterministic. This why the
designer is still an indispensable element in the design trajectory: the
designer supplies non-deterministic information; the designer is the supplier
of creativity.
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From information theory a number of rules can be derived which can give
the observer a c1earer view on a design. The main objective is to apply
information theory in such a way that one can estimate the information
contents of a design. In order to achieve this a number of concepts are
presented.

2.1. Conant's model

The idea of using information theory to gain a better understanding of
systems was used by Conant [Conant76], although Brillouin [Brillouin62]
already applied a similar idea with respect to scientific reasoning.
Conant used the theory to better understand real-world systems, al-though
he admits that:

there are obvious dangers in applying information theory, designed
for use under severe mathematical constraints of stationarity and
ergodicity, 10 real-world systems thus not constrained.

However, the justification lies in the fact that instead of

being content 10 say no/hing about information

a far more preferabie course seems to be to

try 10 use resul/s from a fonnal theory by judicious interpretation and
generalisa/ion 11 •

Conant considers a system S as an ordered set of variables S = {Xl' X2,

... ,X,J. Those variables in S that can de directly observed from its
environment constitute output variables. The set of these output variables is
denotes So = {Xl' X2 , ••• ,Xk }, with 1~k~n. The remaining variables
within S are internal variables, denoted as Sint. Hence, S = {Sinll So}. Let
E (the environment) denote all relevant variables outside S (figure 3).
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s

Figure 3 A system S

For dynamic systems, Conant defines the entropy rate of a variabIe X as;

... the entropy of X conditional on all its prior values, which is the
injormation carried per observation in a long sequence. The toraI
uncertainry of a long sequence <X(t), X(t+ 1), ... , X(t+m) > is then
(approximarely) rhe enrropy rate times the sequence length.

Next he obtains an expression for the tota! information rate F (in bits/s or
bits) as a measure of the total processing activity within S

F = Ft +Fb + Fe + Fn (bitsIs or bits) (1)

Where:

• Ft is the throughput rate and is a measure of the relatedness be
tween input and output; it is the term that transmission engineers
wish 10 optimize in the case where S is a transmission channel.

• Fb is the blockage rate and represents the effort needed by S in
order to block non-relevant information (e.g., if S is a system that
from a sequence of natural numbers only presents the prime num
bers at its output, then S internally blocks all the non-prime num
bers).

• Fe is the coordination rate and represents the amount of information
processing needed to obtain a coordinated action among the system
variables (i.e. subsystems) of S. For example, the previous prime
numbers could be obtained using a microprocessor, memory and
bus structure. In that case, the commands on the bus given by the
microprocessor (like read, write, enable, etc.) are needed for the
internal coordination. Hence, part of the processing power is used
for this coordination.

6



• Fn is the noise rate and reflects the amount of information in S that
is not reflected in (i.e., dependent on) the input to S; in case of the
transmission channel this is the noise present at the channel.

Before moving to other and related topics, some simple notions of informa
tion theory will be defined.

Information is related to uncertainty. For example, consider the case of a
transmission channel with a transmitter and a receiver. The transmitter may
send certain messages. Before the arrival of a message, the receiver will be
uncertain as to which message will be received. After arrival of the
message, less uncertainty (possibly zero) is left. The difference between the
two amounts corresponds to the information in the message. This informati
on is expressed in bits. Let B denote the situation before the arrival of the
message and let A denote the situation after arrival, then H(B,A) denotes
the information in the message. In general H(A/B) denotes the amount of
information in A, conditional on B; it is the amount of information in A
when B is known.
T(A:B) is the transmission between A and B and is a measure of the
relatedness of A and B. It is defined as:

T(A :B) = H(A) - H(AIB) = H(B) - H(BIA) (2)

It is zero if A and B are independent and maximum if one determines the
other. In the case of a noiseless transmission channel:

T(A :B) = H(A) = H(B) (3)

A simple decomposition rule will be used. Let H(A,B) denote the total
information corresponding to the combined occurrence of A and B. Then
the following rule holds:

H(A,B) = H(A) + H(BIA) = H(B) + H(AIB) (4)

Expression (4) states that the information in the combination of A and B is
the information in one of these plus the remaining information in the other
when the first is known. With these basic notions, the different constituents
of F can be defined as follows:

7



Relatedness (transmission) between the envi
ronment and the output.

Transmission between the environment and
the internal variables when the output IS

known.

Transmission between the variables of S.

Information in S when Eis known.

2.2. Two information laws for system design

The creation of information plays a central role in system design. This
implies the non-determinism of the design process (in the case of an
implementation algorithm is available, the creativity is put into the
composition of the algorithm). It will be shown that the occurrence of noise
terms is essential during system design. In particular, the output noise of
the model transformer (given in figure 2), H(I/S) , where S is the specifica
tion and I is the implementation, is greater than zero if I is a non-trivial
implementation of S. Also I has to be realizabIe. Therefore, H(I/S) must be
less than infinity, otherwise the energy needed for the creation of I would
be infinite. Thus,

o ~ HUIS) < 00
(5)

Next, consider the designer more closely in relation to the noise term
H(I/S). The designer generally does not create information at random, but
applies previously obtained knowledge and experience, develops a line of
thought based on logical reasoning, and sometimes gets unexpected ideas.
In general, the designer develops a set of model transformation prescripti
ons. Let K denote this set. Then K has to satisfy the following expression,
which will be denoted as the First Law for System Design (FLSD):

First Law for System Design: H(lIS,K):;: 0 (6)

The FLSD implies that K can be expressed using the set of symbols (e.g.
computer instructions, natural language) known to the observer. If K can
be expressed in a formal language, then the transformation from S to I can

8



be obtained using deterministic machines. As long as K does not satisfy
FLSD, I cannot be found. In that case K has to be developed during a
learning process in an iterative way.

The creative and intellectual capabilities of a designer are not infinite,
however. Considered as an information processing system, the designer has
a large, though limited information processing (and producing) capacity.
Speaking in terms of information theory, his tota! information rate is
limited.
Let CiS, t) denote the amount of information which a designer, or model
transformer (a model transformer is the composition of designer and the
environment in which the designer performs his activities), can produce
within a time t with regard to an implementation of S. Suppose a designer
has a time 'Td available for the implementation step from S to 1. Then he
can only find a consistent model I if the noise term H(I/S) does not exceed
CiS,'Td)' This is the Second Law for System Design (SLSD) and is stated
as:

Secorul Law for System Design: H (I/S) :s; CiS;td) (7)

This information law has the following consequences. Suppose SLSD does
not hold, i.e. for a particular S the noise term is larger than the capacity
term. In that case, the model transformer will not be able to find 1. From
SLSD one can derive three possible solutions to this problem. The first
solution is to allow the model transformer more time, i.e. to increase 'Td'
However, in most developments, 'Td is very limited. Moreover, Cd(S,'TJ
may not increase very much beyond a certain 'Td' The second solution is to
find an intermediate model, for which SLSD holds. This can only be done
if a hierarchical design philosophy (implying a hierarchically ordered set of
system modeIs) is followed.
The third solution is to increase CiS, 'TJ, i.e. putting more people on the
problem or adding more computer power. In both cases, the coordination
rates between the subsystems of the model transformer have to be minimi
zed in order to maximize CiS,'Td).

9



2.3. The man-machine interface

Let D denote the human designer(s) and let C denote the computer tool(s).
Then MT = { D, C } represents a design system, which is called the
model transformer [Koomen79]. The model transformer is given in figure
4.

s_--+__--,

Figure 4 The model transformer

Consider the noise rate H(MT/S) of the design system, which can be
decomposed into:

H(MT/S) = H(D/S,C) + H(C/S,D) + T(D:C/S) (8)

The first two terms of (8) are the noise rates of the human designer D anc!
the machine C respectively. The third term is the information carried by D
about those parts of C which do not reflect information, present in the
input. The second term can be made zero by explicitly stating the model
transformation knowledge K must be present in C. In that case K can be
regarded as input to C and the above expression reduces to:

H(MT/S) = H(D,K/S) (9)

as expected.
The meaning of the third term can be deduced by considering that:

H(D/S,C) = H(D/S) - T(D:C/S) (10)

This expression can be interpreted as follows: by the addition of the
computer support, the designer's noise rate decreases by an amount equal
to the coordination rate between man and machine (conditional on the input
S). A free interpretation is: the creative output of the designer is decreased
by the need for controlling the machine. The information transfer between
man and machine should therefore be minimal. The man/machine interface
should be constructed accordingly, a.o. by tuning it to a hierarchical design
method (i.e. which results in a hierarchically ordered sequence of system

10



modeis). Methods that transform the computer into a pleasant working
environment also reduce the coordination rate between man and machine.

On the other hand, there is an increasing effect on the designer's noise
rate, which corresponds to a decrease of Ft> Fb and Fe of the designer due
to the computer support. The net increase in the designer's noise rate ..1Fn

h

can be expressed as:

!>. Fll

la
= Idecrease of Ft' Fb, Fe I - T(D: Cl S) (11)

From the above equation it can be observed that ..1Fn
h can be less than zero!

A better view is obtained if D and C are decomposed into their intemal and
output variables, the latter can be observed from the output of D and C
respectively (figure 5); D = {Dint , Do } and C = {Cint, Co }.

s

Figure 5 Detailed model trans
former

The expression for H(MT/S) then becomes:
H(MTIS) =

(12)
H(DIS,Co) + H(CIS,Do) + T(D:CoIS) - T(D:CIS,Do)

Two terms which represent the noise rates of D and C respectively are
obtained: H(D/S,Co) is the noise rate of C with S and Co as input, whereas
H(C/S,Do) is the noise rate of C with S and Do as input.
The third term, T(D:Co/S) is the information carried by the designer about
those parts of the machine's output which do not carry information about S.
It reflects the model-independent coordination between the designer and the
machine's output behaviour. It is the amount by which the designer's noise
rate is decreased:

11



H(DIS,Co) = H(DIS) - T(D:CoIS) (13)

Expression (13) is a refined version of expression (10), because it takes
into account that on1y Co is input to the designer.
The fourth term, T(D:C/S,Do) is also very interesting because it reflects
the information carried by the designer about those parts of the variables of
his computer tooI which do not carry information about S and Do. In other
words: the effect of the know1edge of the designer about that part of the
behaviour of his (computer) tooI, which is not induced by his own output
Do, is a decrease of the noise rate of the design system!

12



Chapter 3

The basic design cycle

In order to understand design processes, it is useful to formalize them at
the level of their building blocks. Therefore the basic design cycle was
introduced [Koomen9ü].
A design cycle C is a 5-tuple (d,S,K,I, V), where:

d is the decision that defines the current design cycle. It indicates the
direction which the current step should take. In general it reflect~

the strategy which the designer adopts to reach the design goal, or
some knowledge that influences the current design phase.

S is the specification or definition. It is a (formal) statement about
the relevant properties of a desired system, such as functionality,
behaviour, performance, structure, geometry, etc.

K is the knowledge attribute. It is the knowledge required to derive
the implementation from the specification.

I is the implementation associated with the current design cycle C.

V is the verification. It usually takes the form of some formal proof.

The pair (K,I) will also be referred to as the detailing. The triple (S,K,I)
will also be referred to as the SKI model (figure 2) of the design cycle C.

13
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verif.

3.1. A design process model

Design involves three domains (figure 6):

(i) the mind
(ii) the formal domain
(iii) the physical domain

System Description

idea

_v_a_I.__H Iormalization

MOt l specliicalion

M1tl detailing

Domain

mind

verif. l detailing

Mn

formal domain

testing processing

physical domain

Figure 6

Realization

The design process model
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The creation of a system starts in someone's mind; there is always a person
(or group of persons) who has an idea about a desired system. One might
say that the first model of a system is an idea in someone's mind. Then the
problem of putting this idea into a written statement about the system
requirements arises, thereby crossing the boundary between the mind and
the formal domain. The design process involves the evolution of models of
the required system from an initial specification in the formal domain to a
final implementation in that domain followed by a mapping onto a physical
object in the physical domain.

In the formal domain one is dealing with a collection of design cycles. The
simplest view on the design process is obtained when a system model M is
both the implementation of a design cycle and the specification for the next
design cycle. In this view a design process yields a series of system models
Mi (0 ~ i ~ n) of increasing detail starting with the initial model ~. The
final model Mn should then contain sufficient information such that a
physical realization can be derived from it.

A system model M can be defined as a pair (m,c) where:

• m is the implementation model

• c represents the constraints

The implementation model is stated in terms of a target description such as
mathematics, programming languages, hardware description languages,
layout description languages for IC's, etc. Such design languages are used
to allow designers to communicate about their designs in an unambiguous
way, and also to enable computer support for symbolic reasoning, simu
lation, analysis, etc.

The constraints care informal statements in terms of a natural language,
formal statements in terms of a specification language, or in terms of
pictorial information such as a sketch. This type of information evolves
during the design process. For instance, in the course of the design process
the statement "the system should have a maximum dissipation of 1 Watt",
may be transformed into an electronic structure which minimizes electrical
currents. The constraints also contain information about the functionality of
the design which is not yet implemented.

15



The design process is concerned with increasing the level of detail of the
formal model in a number of design cycles, while constraints are gradually
turned into statements of the implementation model, yielding the series of
models Mi mentioned earlier.
Usually, the desired system is described in a purely informal way. In that
case the constraints reflect the user requirements and Mo = {mo,Co} =
{0 ,co}, At the end of a design process an implementation of the desired
system in a target description would be obtained satisfying the require
ments. Since the constraints are fully met this yields Mu = {mn,cn} =
{mn,0}.

Within the three domain model (mind, formal and physical domain), the
following types of design steps can be distinguished:

• the formalization step (dr.idea,Kr,{0,Co},Vr)

• the specification step (d., {0 ,co},K., {S ,Cl },V.)

The formalization step is the design cycle which links the mind with the
formal domain, and involves requirements analysis; dr is the design deci
sion associated with this step; Kr represents knowledge about requirement
analysis; {0 ,co} is the initial model Ma; Vr represents an informal activity
called validation, which involves establishing the correspondence between
Ma and the idea in someone's mind that led to it.

Once inside the formal domain, a process of refinement and decomposition
takes place. One of the first steps in the process is to obtain a specification
of the desired system in some formal notation, i.e. the specification step,
where S is the specification and Cl are the new constraints derived from Co

(possibly Co = Cl); d. is the decision associated with this step (indicating,
for example the kind of specification technique to be used) and K. repre
sents the design knowledge about the used specification technique, the
knowledge regarding the required system architecture, etc. Since Scannot
be verified formally, V. reflects an informal reasoning to show that S
satisfies some requirements in Co and does not invalidate the remaining
constraints in Co.

16



Subsequent steps are the detailing steps i and involve the synthesis of a
model M i +1 from a model Mi' It also involves the verification of the newly
obtained model.

The final design cycle is referred to as the realization step where Kr is the
knowledge required to perform this step, and the physical object is the
physical entity realizing the desired system. In case m,. is a computer
program, the realization step involves the down loading of the program into
a computer and entering the run command to start program execution. In
case of an integrated circuit, the realization step involves the projection of
the masks onto the wafer and the associated chemical processing steps. In
general, in case of a hardware design, the realization step involves a
process of manufacturing.
Vr reflects a special kind of verification between the formal domain and the
physical domain, which is known as testing. In case of an integrated
circuit, there are two types of testing: structural testing (to detect defective
gates on the silicon substrate), and functional testing (to verify the function
of the actual circuit against a simulation model of it). If no verification is
done during the design process (either explicitly after each design cycle, or
implicitly when correctness-preserving design transformations are carried
out), then all the verification burden rests on this testing phase and makes
the latter more complicated. This is one of the reasons why testing is such
a large activity in industrial development.

3.2. Refinement of the design process model

As was mentioned earlier, the above model is a simplification. To account
for real-life situations the following refinements of the model will be used.

3.2.1. Design trees

During a design cycle, a system may be decomposed into subsystems.
These, in turn, are subject to design cycles, during which decomposition
can occur. Hence, a design cycle in general yields a set of implementati
ons, rather than a single implementation. Each element in the set is then
subject to a design cycle, which may lead to a decomposition and corre
sponding design cycles. In summary, a system decomposition yields a
design tree, where each node represents a subsystem and the arcs lead to
lower level subsystems obtained after decomposition.
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3.2.2. The Ideal Design Process versus the Actual Design
Process

A designer does not develop systems in a straightforward way. Rather, the
models are obtained during a process of iterations, each iteration resulting
in the updating of the relevant knowledge attribute. Verification either leads
to the acceptance of the model (and entering the next design cycle) or the
abandoning of it (leading to a new iteration of the current cycle or a
previous design cycle). Hence the designer iterates between different levels
of the design since low level design decisions may have an impact on
higher design levels. This may lead to either small scale or large scale
iterations.
By the Actual Design Process (ADP) the sequence of design cycles as they
are actually carried out by the designer will be meant. In case of a design
team, then the ADP is the set of ADP's as carried out by the design team,
together with the design tree of the development project (which may be
subject to one or several design cycles as weIl). The ADP may not be the
most effective way to document the design process during the design
process, several alternatives may have been developed of which only one is
selected. The reason why certain alternatives were not acceptable should be
reflected in the updating of the design knowIedge. Therefore the Ideal
Design Process will be defined as the way the design process is finally
documented or perceived. For example, the designs considered furtheron
were documented by the hardware description language listing, pictorial
information (MENTOR sheets) and the original specification.
Experienced designers may carry out ADP' s which are very close to the
IDP, whereas many more design iterations are required by inexperienced
designers. Hence, the ADP may be very different from the IDP.

3.2.3. Validation and testing

In the above simple model, validation takes place in the first design cycle.
In principle, however, this activity can be carried out after each design
cycle if so desired. This is particularly useful in order to check whether the
design corresponds with the idea of the designer or user about the required
functionality. Simulation usually is a good way to perform validation,
whereas formal verification provides the mathematical rigor required to
maintain correctness throughout the design process.
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In the testing phase, the physical object is verified against Mn • However,
one mayalso perform testing against more abstract models of the required
system.

3.3. Design trees

In the previous section the concept of design trees was mentioned. The
designer decomposes systerns into subsystems. These subsystems can again
be described by the set {m,c}. However, some refinements can be made, in
order to describe the design trajectory more specifically.
Firstly, the model m will be given as a pair {B,/1} where B is a set of
building blocks. Building blocks are defined as:

building block =

A black box is defined as:

a library elements or a black box

black box = an element which is already specijied, but not
yet implemented, i.e. elements which
jimctionality is yet to be implemented in tenns
of library elements

The library elements are the elements which are already implemented in the
target description, which means that in terms of hardware, a library
consists of elements which are implemented in a certain technology.
/1 is the pattern of relations between these elements, the interconnections
between the building blocks.
In addition the set B of building blocks can be decomposed into a pair
{le,bb}, where Ie is a set of elements from a certain library and bb is a set
of black boxes, as described above. Hence m = {le,bb,/1} so:

M = {Ie, bb , P,c } (14)

For using design trees the description of the design process, and more
specific the detailing step, should be revisited. A more accurate description
of design trajectory description is introduced below:
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denotes a black box with number y at level x, and which is
a "child" of a black box with number z at level x-I.

denotes the set of constraints corresponding with the above
black box.

denotes a library element with number y at level x, which is
a "child" of a black box with number z at level x-I.

denotes the interconnection pattem of the black box with
number y at level x with its "children".

Levels indicate the hierarchical ordering of the black boxes and library
elements.
The library elements do have a corresponding set of constraints, but these
constraint are not explicitly mentioned, because they are implicitly present
in the library element. For example, if a certain gate should have a fan-out
of 5, and the designer chooses a gate with this fan-out then the constraint is
captured in the gate's properties.
From this it becomes clear that the library elements represent the leaves of
the design tree, i.e. the library elements are the designers target description
level, and that the black boxes, with their corresponding constraints,
represent the nodes of the design tree, which need more attention. There
fore the next detailing step only involves the black boxes and the con
straints that correspond with these black boxes. The set of library elements
can be extended by using black boxes which were already defined. This
kind of library elements will be called macros. In that case a black box (a
macro) can become a leaf of the design tree.
The term black box is used to make a distinction between components
which need more synthesis, and components which are described at the 10
west possible level (in the target description). The set of building blocks
consists of the joined sets library elements and black boxes.
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Chapter 4

Quantification of design actions

In the chapter 3 agiobal description of the design trajectory was given.
This chapter deals with the quantification of the design actions that are
actually involved in the stepwise refinement of the specification, i.e. the
quantification of the detailing step and the verification step be10nging to
that detailing step. Both the detailing step and the verification step can be
modelled in terms of the information theoretica! model of Conant.

4.1. Detailing and verification

4.1.1. The detailing step

The decomposition of the pair {bb~~I,Z, CC~I,Z} into zero or more pairs
{bbx+f;;, cCx+f~} and zero or more library elements lex+f~ is one part of the
synthesis action. The other part is the generation of the interconnection
pattern I3xy, i.e. the generation of the connections between these building
blocks. The interconnection pattern can be thought of as an other form of
constraints, because an other interconnection pattern could yield a different
functionality and hence other constraints would be imp1emented. Therefore
the interconnection pattern can be considered as a non-trivia! part of the
synthesis action.
The synthesis part of the detailing step can be split up into three distinct
actions:
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• the generation part, where new black boxes are created and the
corresponding constraints are derived

• the selection part, where elements from a library are selected in
order to fulfil certain constraints

• the connection part, where the building blocks (this is the name for
the collection library elements and black boxes together) are
connected to each other, in order to establish a certain functio
nality, i.e. to fulfil certain constraints

During this process the designer can be assisted by all kinds of computer
tools.

4.1.2. The verification part

After every detailing step the designer should verify his implemenation of
the pair {bb~~l.Z, CC~~l.Z}, in order to be sure that the obtained implementa
tion is correct, i.e. fulfils the constraints.
The constraints of a black box at level x are implemented by:

• the library elements (and their implicit constraints) at level x+ 1
• the interconnection pattern
• the black boxes and their constraints at level x+ 1

From these three items a set of constraints can be derived, which has to
fulfil1 the constaints of the black box of level x. This derived set of con
straints could be a more stringent set of constraints than the set implemen
ted. For example, if a level x constraint stated that power consumption
should be less than 1 Watt, then the level x + 1 implementation could
yield that the power consumption is 750 mWatt, which is obvious a better
results than the level x constraint stated. Hence, the verification result is
positive. However, if power consumption was larger than 1 Watt, then the
verification result should be negative.
Different kinds of verification methods can be distinguished. If an imple
mentation consists of only library elements, simulation is possible. There
fore the designer can be almost hundred percent (if the design was designed
for testability) sure that this implementation is according the constraints.
However, if an implementation consists of only black boxes, simulation is
hardly possible. Hence, verification by inspection (or validation) or by
using formal verification methods must be performed, in order the establish
the correctness of the implementation. Verification by inspection is prone to
errors and therefore the designer cannot be absolutely sure that this imple-
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mentation is according the constraints. Therefore, when the design is totally
synthesized (top-down) to library elements, the verification by means of
simulation is performed bottom-up. Then, at the highest possible level of
description in terms of building blocks, the constraints found by verification
should be a more precise version of the origina! set of constraints.

4.1.3. Conant and the detailing step

One wishes to implemented the pair {bb~I.Z, CC~I.z}.

xy
cc l'

I
x+ ,I

bbXY .
x-1,z x+1,1

cCxy
I

x-1,z
bbxy 11 xy

Ie x+1,j

I 111 ~

\j

Figure 7 The detailing step

The implementation involves a number of steps, which are given in figure
7. From this figure four major synthesis actions can be distinguished:

I.

Il.

{bb~~I,Z, CC~~I.Z} -+ {bbx+~;;, cCx+G} where i = 1,2,3 .

{bb~~I.Z, CC~~I,z} -+ lex+~~ wherej = 1,2,3 .

Phase I is concerned with the definition and specification of the black boxes
which are introduced at this implementation step. It decomposes the given
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constraints into zero or more new black boxes with the belonging sets of
contraints.
Phase 11 involves the selection of elements from a library which implement
a certain functionality or constraint.
Finally, phase III connects all of these building blocks together, i.e. creates
the interconnection pattern. As a result of this action a model mx;) is
obtained.

The amount of information needed to get from a given specification to an
correct implementation is given by F, which stands for the tota! information
rate of the model transformer in terms of Conants theory. The pair {bbx+~;;,

cCx+f;;} constitutes a specification which has to be implemented. Hence, the
information needed to get from the set {bbx+G' ccx+Gl to a correct imple
mentation is equivalent to F.
The analogy with Conant's decomposition of F is very strong. The model
transformer has also to cope with blockage of non-relevant information,
coordination of different building blocks, relatedness between input and
output (the throughput) and the noise term which indicates a creative
action. It is possible to refer to the phases I,Il and 111 as information rate in
terms of Conants theory:

• the information rate of phase I could be called Fn , i.e. Fn is the
information needed to generate these black boxes, which is obvi
ously a creative act by the model transformer.

• The information rate of phase 11 corresponds with Fb because
selecting elements from a library means that the designer has to
block all non-relevant elements.

• the information rate of phase 111 corresponds with Fe, because the
generation of the interconnection pattern causes the different
building blocks to communicate with each other.

Note that the throughput rate is not yet mentioned, the throughput rate will
be discussed in section 4.1.4.
From figure 7 it can be derived that model of the detailing step is
recursive. This means that the tota! information rate F is the sum of all
information rates at every level.
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4.1.4. Conant and the verification step

If the implementation step has been done, verification must be done. The
verification step involves only one step which is given in figure 8.

xy
CC 1.x+ ,I x-1 Z,

(\ .... CCxy,..

IV
.... x-1 zI xy
,.. ,

bbxy

I m x+1

Figure 8 The verification step

Phase IV involves the derivation of the constraints of black box bb~yl,Z from
model mx:{ and the constraints cCx+f~. This derivation does not necessarily
yield the pair {bb~yl,Z, CC~yl ,Z}. There are now three possibilities:

• The implementation is wrong
• The implementation is correct
• The implementation better than specified

The third case has an interesting implication:
for example: a constraint of CC~yl,Z could be: power comsumption should be
less than I Watt. If verification yields: power consumption is 500 mWatt,
then the implementation satisfies the constraint. But the 500 mWatt reducti
on in power consumption could be used for other black boxes, whose
power consumption constraints can not be that easily met. Hence, the
implementation of a black box can infIuence the constraints of other black
boxes in other branches of the design tree.
As in section 4.1.3. it is possible to refer to phase IV in terms of Conants
theory:
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• the information rate of phase IV which involves the verification
step, corresponds with Ft, the throughput rate. Ft is a measure for
the relatedness between input and output. It is of course the wish
of the designer to implement what was specified, and therefore Ft
corresponds to the verification effort.

4.2. Quantification of actions

From the above a recursive definition of the design effort can be given:

F = Fb + Fe + Ft + F
ll

+ L F j (15)
j

where F indicates the total information rate generated by the model trans
former. This noise rate is decomposed into more specific terms as
described before. The terms F i after the summation sign indicate the tota!
information rates needed to generate the black boxes and their constraint
created by the model transformer.
The above definition is only valid for the ideal situation or the Ideal Design
Process (IDP) , where the designer follows the ideal design trajectory,
which is almost certainly never the case. Therefore the noise term Fn is
decomposed into two noise terms:

Fn = FnJDp + Fn,ADP (16)

where Fn.IDp stands for the information rate in case of the Ideal Design
Process, and Fn.ADp stands for the information rate that is added to Fn,IDP in
case of the less ideal situation, which is called the Actual Design Process
(ADP). The total information rate for the Actual Design Process (ADP)
now would look like:

F = Fb + Fe + Ft + FnJDp + Fn,ADp + L F j (17)
j

where FnADP indicates the amount of information wasted as a result of
errors made by the designer, incorrect or incomplete specifications, etc.
This term is noise in the physical meaning of the word; it is unwanted and
therefore one wishes to minimize this term.
The terms Fb , Fe and Ft will be discussed in the next sections.
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4.2.1. The coordination rate

The coordination rate was defined by Conant as:

F = T(X .X ..... X )
el' 2' • n

(18)

which stands for the transmission between the variables of S, where S =
{)(t, )(2' ... , ~.

In the case of a hardware design the variables are the building blocks,
which consist of the black box at level x, the library elements and the black
boxes at level x+ 1. The coordination between these building blocks
depends on the interconnection pattern. Each of these building blocks has a
number of connection points, called terminals. The model transformer has
to generate the interconnection pattern, given the wanted functionality
(constraints) .
Therefore it is possible to write the coordination rate as:

Fe = T(bb~-I,z: bb::l,i: leX?I) CCX?I,) (19)

Conditioning always means a reduction of the information content,
an upper limit will be found if one computes:

F - T bbx-I,z. bb,X}' . I ,X}' )
e - ( ,X)' • x+ l,i . ex+ Ij

hence,

(20)

The computation of the upper limit of Ft can be made more accurate by
using certain syntax rules. Two syntax rules were already found by
KOOInen [Koomen85]. Consider the design given in figure 9.
Building block A consists of the building blocks B, C, D and E. Building
block has a.A terminals and building blocks B,C,D and E have resp. a.B , a.c,

a.D and a.E terminals.
There are two syntax rules which are quite obvious:

sI: Each terminal can be connected to any other terminal except
itself

s2: Terminals of building blocks are unique and connection have
no direction

A third syntax rule can be derived which is less obvious. It makes no sense
to connect terminals of building block A to other terminals of building
block A. If this would be allowed this connection would be accounted for
twice: once in the case where A is a component of a larger building block
and once in the case where A itself consists of smaller building blocks.
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A

C 0

Figure 9 Building blocks A, B, C, D and E

Therefore the third syntax rule should be:

s3: Terminals of a building block can only be connected to
terminals of components of that building block

Let a denote the sum of the number of terminals of the components of
building block A, i.e. a = aB + a c + aD + aE' and a A is the number of
terminals of building block A.
A measure for Fe which is the information in the interconnection paUern is
given by:

a(a - 1)
F - + a *a

c 2 A
(21)

(sI yields a(a-l), s2 yields a(a-l)/2 and s3 yields the extra term a*aA ).

The unity of Fe should be bits, but the above measure is given in connec
tion decisions. A connection decisions consists of a number of bits and can
be obtained by analyzing completed designs.
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4.2.2. The blockage rate

The blockage rate involves the selection of elements from a library. This
library can be an existing hardware library were elements are already
designed, but it can also be a growing collection of elements generated by
the designer, or a combination.
Halstead [Halstead77], Koomen [Koomen85] and Van de Weijdeven
[Weijdeven90] modelled this activity as a binary search, which is a very
unrealistic assumption if the designer has to select an element from a larger
libary. They also associated each selection with one bit, instead of referring
to selection decisions, which is could consist of a number of bits. Studies
by psychologists as mentioned by Coulter [Coulter83] certainly did not
support the binary search conjecture.
The selection of an element from a given set by humans is a subject which
concerns the field of cognitive psychology. In the same article Coulter
treats several misapplications of cognitive psychology.
He also mentioned the fact that human search activities tend to be linear
dependent of the size of the collection to be searched.

The blockage rate is therefore dependent of three factors:

• size of the library
• number of elements selected from that library
• the kind of elements to be selected

The size of the library is an indication for the number of discriminations
that the model transformer has to make, in order to find the right element.
The model transformer will search through the library top-down or bottom
up, but after finding a suitable element will continue the search for an even
better suitable element, hence the search duration is linear dependend of the
library size. The designer can make partial use of an index available with
the library, but this does not really affect the search principle described
above.
The kind of elements that have to be selected from the library are of
influence on the retrieval time. Coulter mentiones three stages of human
memory:

• sensory memory
• short-term memory
• long-term memory
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Each of these stages of humen memory has its own properties. Elements
often used will be present in the sensory memory of the designer. This
means that the designer knows almost instantly (0.25-2 sec) which element
to use. Such elements could be inverters, AND and OR gates. Other
elements are present in the designer short-term memory: the retrieval time
can be up to 30 seconds. These elements are also quite common, such as
NAND, NOR, flip-flops etc., but are not as directly related to the human
thinking as the elements in the sensory memory.
Finally there are elements which need the special attention of the designer
such as gates with a specific fan-in or fan-out. The selection of these
elements involves the long-term memory with retrieval times up to several
minutes or even more.
Therefore the measurement for the blockage rate is dependent of the
number of elements which have to be selected and dependent of the number
of different elements and can be expressed as:

Fb - number of building blocks * number of library elements (22)

The unity of Fb is bits, but the righthand side of above equation is stated in
selection decisions. Again the relation bits/selection decisions can be
derived from completed designs.
For deriving the blockage rate from completed designs, the library size can
be restricted to the number of different building blocks actually used.

4.2.3. The throughput rate

Conant defined the throughput rate as the relatedness between input and
output. In the case of the situation of figure 8, the relatedness between
input and output should be maximum in order to obtain a correct imple
mentation.
The throughput rate was defined as:

Ft ::; T(E:So ) (23)

If the throughput rate represents the verification effort then this relation
becomes:

(24)

As mentioned before T(A:B) is the transmission between A and Band is
the measure of the relatedness between A and B. It is defined as:
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T(A:B) = H(A) - H(A/B) = H(B) - H(B/A) (25)

If A and B are independent T(A:B) equals zero and T(A:B) is maximum if
A determines B or vice versa. Of course when veriting one wishes to find
the latter situation.
When the designer wants to be absolutely sure that the implementation
corresponds with the specification, maximum verification must be done.
Eventually the designer finds that the specification determines the imple
mentation and vice versa. This situation coincides with a maximum
throughput rate. When the designer ignores the verification, the specifi
cation might as weU be totaUy independent of the implementation or vice
versa, hence the throughput rate equals zero.
From these observations it becomes clear that the throughput rate is only
valuable as an indication for the effort that has to be made in order to be
sure that the implementation corresponds with the specification. For the
ideal design process it is important to consider the case of maximum
verification .

4.2.4. The noise rates

In the formula for the information rate of the Actual Design Process there
are two noise terms to be distinguished:

• Fn,IDP which stands for the effort necessary to derive the pairs
{bbx+I~Lccx+l~r}, which is actually the most creative part

• Fn,ADP this noise rate stands for the unnecessary design effort due
to error and misinterpretations

These noise rates Fn,IOP and Fn,ADP need some explanation and should be
quantified.

Fn,IDP involves the selection of one solution out of a set of possible sol
utions. However, the number of possible solutions is not known, but the
chosen solution influences the coordination rate and the blockage rate.
Therefore it is not totally wrong to presume that the size of FD,IDP implicitly
defines Fe and Fb• Therefore:

FnJDp - Fe + Fb (26)

Noise rate Fn,ADP must be treated completely different. It indicates the effort
wasted due to errors and other matters, such as changed specifications.
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This noise rate is heavily dependent of the designer's expenence and
availability of a correct specification.
A way to model the nois term Fn,ADP is to consider the designer as an error
generating device. The designer has a chance Pe that what he designed is
not according the specification (Chance 1 - Pe that the design is correct). If
the design is wrong he has to design it all over again. Take FIDP as the total
information rate to implement the specification first time right or the total
information rate needed for the Ideal Design Process. Then the information
rate to complete the design correct will take:

Design TIme -

F/Dp *(l-Pe) + 2F/Dp *Pe*(l-Pe) + 3F1DP *P; *(l-Pe) + ... =

(27)

FIDPf;~}(p. + 2P; + 3P: + •.. ) =

1FlDP*---
1 - P

e

The contribution from Fn.ADp can now be derived from this expression:

F = F/Dp*_l- = F
1DP

(1 + _P_e_)
1-Pe 1 - Pe

and hence the contribution of F n ADP equals:
Pe

Fn,ADp = F1DP *-
1-Pe

(28)

(29)

In the above situation Fn,ADP is dependent of the experience of the designer,
which finds its reflection in the error rate Pe , and the designtime needed for
the Ideal Design Process.
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4.3. The influence of tools on the implementa
tion step

While designing, the designer of today makes more and more use of
computer aided design methodologies. However, the synthesizing machine,
a machine which replaces the designer, is not yet available. Therefore the
computer and the designer must interact. It is this interaction which largely
determines the succes of this partnership. This was already subject of a
previous section.
When looking at the implementation step one can identify actions which are
done solely by the designer and other actions are largely taken over by the
computer.
As an example, the design of an ASrC with the P-ASIC design flow will be
taken. The p-ASrC design flow consists of a hardware description language
(PHACO or ELLA), a simulation tooI and an optimizer.
The generation (specification) of black box is a creative act of the designer.
The selection of library elements is partially done by the designer and
partially by PHACO or ELLA. This is also true for the connection of all
building blocks.
From the MENTOR sheets, a pictorial representation of the design and its
hierarchy, one can derive which building blocks are used and how many.
This is a reflection of both the designer's activity and the work done by the
tools.
From the PHACO or ELLA listing, it can be derived which building blocks
were created and/or selected by the designer. The building blocks listed by
the MENTOR sheets, but which where not listed by the PHACO text, were
created and/or selected by the design flow. However, this action needed
some initialization, i.e. the designer had to produce some kind of descrip
tion. This factor was mentioned in an earlier section, and was called the
man-machine interface.
The information rate of one implementation step can now be written as:

Design Eftart = L (Fe + Fb + Ft + FnJDp + Fn,ADP) (30)

This can also be written as:
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Design Effort =

L (Fe
D

+ Fe
c

+ Te(D:C» + L (F: + Fb
c

+ Tb(D:C» +

(31)

L (Ft
D

+ Ft
C

+ Tt(D:C» + L (F:5DP + Fn~DP + Tn,IDP(D:C» +

For the derivation of the design time the information processing capacity
(preferably given in bits per second) of the designer and/or tools must be
known. The equation for the design time could be of the form:

Design Time =

F
D FD F D F D F D

e + b + t + n,IDP + n.ADP
+

CD

Te(D:C) + Tb(D:C) + Tt(D:C) + Tn,IDP(D:C) + Tn,ADp(D:C) +

CD

Fe
C

+ Fb
C F C F

C
F

C
+ t + n,IDP + n~DP

(32)

where Co indicates the processing capacity of the designer and Cc indicates
the processing capacity of the tools. The term Fn,AOpc should of course be
zero because the computer does not make any faulty decision. The informa
tion processing capacity of the designer is given by the Stroud number. The
information processing capacity of a computer could be given in bit/s, Mips
or other metrics. The last term of the above formula is the processing time
of the computer and hence a measure for the time the designer has to wait.
The relation between bit/s and moments can be found by analyzing com
pleted designs.

4.3.1. Psychological time

In 1955 Stroud described a series of experiments designed to study prop
erties of sensory memory. Stroud was concemed primarily with properties
of what he referred to as "psycho10gical time". In 1966 Stroud [Stroud66]
reflected on his previous work in an essay appearing in a collection of
interdisciplinary views of time. There Stroud claimed that:
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there are approximafely ten moments of psychological time for every
second of physical time, though there may be more,· as many as
twenty or less, or as few as five.

Stroud defined psychological time as:

... the time in which we are aware of things happening, where we are
aware of events same of which occur befare others, and same of
which occur together.

Stroud reaffirmed that his studies were confined to sensory memory by
stating:

I would, however, like ra suggest ra these younger men that it may be
very profitable ra extend this theory beyond sensory input and operati
ons.

Even though Stroud limited psychological moments per second to a range
of numbers, the term "Stroud number" has been used frequently. The term
"Stroud number" must however refer to the range of possible values.
However for the use of the Stroud number for design time estimation the
Stroud number will be referred to as a average number of moments per
seconds as the information processing rate of the designer involved.
lts value is dependent of the experience of the designer, an experienceè
designer may have a very high Stroud number, while an unexperienced
designer may have a smaller Stroud number.
The experience of the designer is also related to the ratio ADP/IDP. If the
ADP differs very much from the IDP the designer is obviously not experi
enced. Therefore his Stroud number is low.
Note that for design time estimation the Stroud number can only be used on
the Ideal Design Process; otherwise the unexperienced designer is
accounted for twice.
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Chapter 5

Analysis existing model

The model presented by E.F. van de Weijdeven in his master thesis
Economie ana organizational aspects due to inereased use of AS/C's
[Weijdeven90], is a first attempt to estimate the design time of ASJC's.
This first model is relatively simple and is therefore easy to use but it also
shows some deficiencies. Some of the assumptions made can be argued.
This chapter tries to list the points of critic on the first model, which is the
subject for further refinement.
The existing model will be discussed from chapter 5 of [Weijdeven90]. The
major components of the model will be discussed, in order to establish their
useability for the model and if they are useable, the right way to use them
must be found.

5.1. The complexity of an ASIe

Jn [Weijdeven90] the assumption that the number of gate equivalents is an
indication for the size of the design is made. This of course is troe,
however the informtion content, which is a measurement for complexity, is
not as directly related to the number of gate equivalents as is proposed in
[Weijdeven90]. It must be mentioned that the model has two correction
terms, which indicate the complexity of the ASJC. These correction term
will be discussed furtheron. Therefore, the number of gate equivalents can
only be an indication for the overall size of the design, the number of gate
equivalents alone cannot be an indication for the complexity a design. This
can be made clear by a simple example.
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Example: The number of gate equivalents for designing a 1024-bit shift
register can be the same as for designing a DART. However, the 1024-bit
shift register has a very low complexity (once one bitslice is designed the
design is almost ready), while an DART can be very complex.

The above example makes clear that the possibility of hierarchical design
has to do with the complexity of an ASIC. In fact, designing a 1024-bit
shift register is very much the same as designing a 2-bit shift register.

The analytical expression for the information content of an ASIC design is
said to be linear dependent of ei, where cr is defined as:

cr = #gale equivalents * #connection possibilities of one g.e.

This definition has two major drawbacks, namely:

• the number of gate equivalents is not representative for the design
complexity

• although the number of connection possibilities of one gate equival
ent is known exactly (and is 3 instead of 12), the designer designs
in terms of elements from a hardware library. These elements are
usually composed of one or more gate equivalents and the number
of gate equivalents and connection possibilities are dependent of the
used hardware library.

5.2. Influence of a high level design language
on the design process

The influence of high level design languages (HLDL) can be tremendous.
This is due to the fact that a lot of information concerning the design was
already produced when the design language was made. This design
information will now be delivered by the design language and not by the
designer. The only information the designer has to produce has to do with
man-machine communication .
The analytical expression derived for the information content of a design
language is somewhat fragile. The intelligence level of a HLDL depends on
the number of relevant elements of the design language L, and is defined
as:
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FL = log2 (# relevant elements of L) ! (33)

But when one considers an assembly language, the number of relevant
elements can be very large. This should imply that an assembly language
has a higher intelligence level than a HLDL. This is not the case. The
expression was meant to compare two similar HLDLs. Therefore the
definition of the intelligence level of a design language should be carefully
applied and should if necessary be revised, in order to gain a better
expression. However the concept is still useful and will be used furtheron.
The influence of the HLDL is constant, invariant of the complexity of the
design. The question is whether this is true. In case of the 1024-bit shift
register a very sophisticated HLDL does not shorten the designtime in
comparison to the designtime of the 'handmade' version. The link of
HLDL influence and complexity will be made in the next chapters.

5.3. Deriving the design time of an ASIe

The use of building blocks which become larger and larger was a reason
for [Weijdeven90] to compensate for this use of hierarchy. However the
method used is definitely wrong.
The derivation of this adjustment method is given below (almost literally
from [Weijdeven90]).

Take a square building block of one gate equivalent with 12 connection
possibilities (12 because I gate equivalent = 4 transistors = 4 * 3
connections). Each side of the square has (equally divided) 3 connection
possibilities. In a larger design there is a building block of 4 gate equival
ents. This block occupies 4 times more space but has only 2 times more
connection possibilities. In fact the connection possibilities for this building
block are:

1.
#connection possibilities = 12 *4 2 = 24

(34)

In general, the number of connection possibilities for any number of gate
equivalents in one building block is:

1.
#connection possibilities = 12 *(g.e.)2

(35)

The next aspect to consider is that when designing with a design language,
this language must fit the design, i.e. it must be worth doing the design
with this design language. For very small designs it is better to use a form
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of schematic capture for the design task, instead of a more intelligent
design language which will take more time for man-machine communica
tion. The figures for the case of the P-ASIC design flow, makes use of
simple schematic capture worthwhile when 5 or more elements are being
used. If less then 5 elements are needed it is not worth considering the
design with any tools. A factor of 17.8 (FpHAco) of difference was found
between the simple schematic capture and PHACO. This factor can now be
used to find the minimum of gates that should be used in a design to make
it worthwhile using PHACO. Hence, using PHACO is worthwhile if at
least FpHACO * 5 = 89 gate equivalents are used. This number must be
considered as an tuning factor and is now also the starting value for the
calculation which was described above.
In fact building blocks are used which consist of FpHAco * 5 = 89 gate
equivalents and which have FpHACO * 5 * 12 = 1068 connection possibi
lities.
The formula for the number of connection possibilities ex when clustering
such building blocks now becomes:

- F 5 12 ( #g.e. )1ex - PHACO * * *
FpHACO *5

The next step that is taken in [Weijdeven90] is the derivation of a formula
for the design time. In this derivation another rough assumption is made,
namely: The time spend on verification equals the time spend on synthesis.
Whether or not this is true is left for further discussion.
The formula for the design time is given by:

2 * ex 2
Real Design Time = -----

FpHACO * S
(sec) (37)

This, in combination with the definition for ex looks certainly very impres
sive. But when these formulas are substituted, the true value for the design
time becomes clear:

Real Design Time = 144 * #Gate Equivalents (38)

This means that the model is actual reduced to a model which computes the
design time on basis of a certain time per gate equivalent.
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Furthermore the influence of the design language is actually disappeared.
This could be explained by the fact that the above derivation was done for
the use of PHACO and not ELLA, but if the same derivation was done for
ELLA the result would be the same. It makes no difference whether
PHACO or ELLA is used. Therefore the tuning factor should be investi
gated.

5.4. Practical corrections

In order to make the model more flexible, some correction factors where
added. These factor are heuristic factor and don't have any theoretical
basis.
Four corrections where made:

• used hardware
• the experience of a designer
• synchronous or asynchronous design
• regular or irregular structure of the design

5.4.1. Computer calculation time

It was found in practice that time was lost due to waiting on the computer.
This time loss is dependent of several factors, but the most obvious one is
the used hardware. This is simply due to the fact that a 3 Mips computer is
not as fast as a 12 Mips computer. From the observed designs was con
cluded that waiting on a 12 Mips computer (DN 10.000) took about 5
percent of the design time. For a 3 Mips DN 4000 this percentage raised
upto 20. These observations were translated to the factor HA which is 1.05
resp. 1.2 for a DN 10.000 resp. DN 4000.
An effect which is not taken into account is the fact that the time lost
waiting on the computer is related to the programs used. The programs
complexity is directly related to the time loss. The program complexity can
be Oen), O(n2

), O(n*logn) etc., where n could be the number of gate
equivalents, signals etc.
Again the designer will not spend his time waiting for the computer, but
spend his time on a more economical basis.
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5.4.2. Experience of a designer

Assuming that the designer has a certain design knowiedge, it is possible
that the designer is unexpierenced with certain tools or design languages,
there will be a learning trajectory. In the case of PHACO this will cost a
week, in the case of ELLA this will be a month. Again this is only one of
several factors. The designer can also be a stranger with other tools, with
the application area of the ASIC or even with designing ASIC's.
Furthermore the Stroud number, which is an indication for the designers
information processing capacity is taken as an avarage value. The Stroud
number could be used to express the designers capability. It can also be
argued that the Stroud number is dependent of the design' s complexity.
This will also be worked out in the next chapters.

5.4.3. Different design types

Four design types can be distinguished:

• Regular structure, synchronous design
• Irregular structure, synchronous design
• Regular structure, asynchronous design
• Irregular structure, asynchronous design

It was mentioned that earlier designs showed a factor IR = 2 in design
time between regular and irregular design structures, and also a factor AS
= 2 between synchronous and asynchronous designs.
The term asynchronous/synchronous is understandable and one can say of a
design in advance that it will be synchronous or 40% asynchronous.
The term regular/irregular cannot be captured as simple as that. The
definition of regular/irregular is somewhat vague, and one can 't possibly
teIl how a design is going to be like. The method to obtain a value for IR
was to ask the designer afterward what (s)he thought of the design: regular
or irregular. This is a very subjective method and already is proven that is
unusable. Two designers stated of their designs that both were regular,
while their project leader stated that those two designs were totally opposite
to each other!
Another arguement for the impracticability of the factor IR is that it is
restricted to the interval 1 ~ IR ~ 2. From the definition of regularity
given by Pucknell and Eshraghian in [PuckneIl88] and which is stated as:
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Regularity =

Total number of transistors on the chip
Number of transistor circuits which must he designed in detail

(39)

A high regularity means that the design task is restricted to a few circuits.
This concept will be used in the next chapters.

5.5. Other factors not included in the model

The most important abstraction of the model is that it takes only the
intelligence of the hardware description language into account. The time
found on the theoretical basis is then multiplied by two, to account for the
verification effort. This factor is a heuristic number, and the obtained time
is said to be the design time. The time spend on synthesis is in the model
of [Weijdeven90] the primary measurement for the designtime. There are
no different phases distinguished, such as synthesis, simulation, testpattern
generation, vendor checks etc., because it was stated that these phases
didn 't cost extra time. Later talks did not confirm this, so these phases
should be taken into account.
The only tooI that is considered to be important is the design language.
This is in fact not true. The design time is actually much longer if, for
example, test pattern had to be generated by hand. The model should in
fact be split up in a number of submodels which estimate the time spend on
each phase in the design trajectory.
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Chapter 6

Theory for designtime estimation

The estimation of the designtime of integrated circuits is relatively new.
There is not very much literature published on this particular item. Fortu
nately, there has been done some work by Fey and Paraskevopoulos, and
there is astrong analogy with software cost estimation models such as
COCOMO and PRICE-S.
This chapter does not only deal with the scarce literature on designtime
estimation, there are also some other subjects which deserve attention, such
as the definition of gate equivalents and the relative reduction of connection
possibilities when clustering gate equivalents.

6.1. Fey and Paraskevopoulos

Literature on designtime estimation for integrated circuits is scarce. The
rare work, apart from mIes of thumb (transistors designed per day, etc.),
that has been published is the work of Fey and Paraskevopoulos [Fey85],
[FeyP86], [Fey87], [Parask87], [FeyP89]. The work of Fey and
Paraskevopoulos contains some points of interest, although their approach
is mostly heuristic, while the goal of this master thesis (and that of
[Weijdeven90]) is to provide a theoretical approach. An abstract of the
most important aspects of the work Fey and Paraskevopoulos is given in
the next paragraphs.
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6.1.1. Fey's model

In his paper, Custom LSIIVLSI Chip Design Productivity [Fey85], Fey
presents an 8 parameter model for the estimation of the designtime, and
hence manpower, for integrated circuits.
Before Fey presented his model, manpower was estimated from a single
parameter model: the number of transistors (4 transistors equals one NAND
gate) designed per day. This simple metric has a number of deficiencies
which are easy to see.

• Design of different types of transistors proceed at rates that vary
by orders of magnitude.

• Productivity in designing logic LSI/VLSI changes with the com
plexity of the design task, i.e., there are economies and
diseconomies of scale depending on the transistor type.

• Productivity may increase over time due to new tools, experience,
and other factors, or it may decrease due to higher performance,
higher reliability, etc.

Fey's approach was based on a large number of designs, from this various
models were formulated. All these models had one thing in common, i.e.,
they were derived on basis of statistical analysis of the obtained data.
As units of measurement Fey used transistors. In Fey's model, various
types of transistors require different amounts of design time. A measure
called equivalent transistor (design time) was introduced to normalize these
values. A unique random logic transistor is taken as unity. A physical
transistor that takes a fraction k of that time has a value of k equivalent
transistors.

Table I Equivalences of various types of transistors

Type of transistor

Unique Random Logic (UNQ)
Repeated Random Logic (RPL)
Programmed Logic Array (PLA)
RAM
ROM

k Equivalent Transistors

1 * UNQ Transistors
C * RPT Transistors
E * PLA Transistors
F * (RAM Transistors)o.5
G * (ROM Transistors)o.5
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According the definition of Fey, the design effort starts after the requi
rements for the chip have been specified. It consists of both design and
layout. The effort ends after prototype chips have been successfully tested
to verify that they accomplish the design intent. Productization efforts for
yield or producibility improvements are not included. Table X specifies the
relations that transform physical transistor counts to equivalent transistors.
One unique random logic transistor is defined by one equivalent transistor.
The quantities C, E, F and G are parameters of the model. Memory
exhibits economies of scale (the larger the memory, the fewer man days
per transistor), hence, the fractional exponent of RAM and ROM. Only
active PLA transistors are counted. Memory is also measured in transistors,
not in bits.
There is a distinction between unique and repeated random logic transis
tors. Suppose one designs 16-bit parallel processing random logic. The first
transistor designed is unique random logic. The 15 repetitions of this
transistor are repeated random logic.
For logic, VLSI design manpower per device increases with complexity
(number of transistors); for memory, it decreases with complexity. Thus,
pure logic without memory shows diseconomies, while pure memory
without logic shows economies of scale. For example, 1000 unique random
logic transistors can be designed at the rate of four transistors per day. This
productivity drops to 2 transistors per day for a 60000 transistor design.
The additional amount of interconnections makes the latter task more
difficult.
Pure memory, on the other hand, exhibits economies of scale. A 1000
transistor RAM can be produced at six transistors per day, while a 300000
transistor RAM can be designed at ten times that rate. There is a large
amount of effort expended in developing the first few memory cells.
Adding additional cells requires less and less effort.
Such diseconomies and economies of scale have been observed in other
similar activities, such as software engineering.

Most manpower is a function of the number of transistors designed.
However, there may also be a fixed amount of manpower A, required for
each design, irrespective of its size. The model allows for such a fixed
startup cost.
Both productivity and requirements (e.g., frequency) change over time.
The model approximates these irregular changes by a constant percentage
change in productivity per year. This parameter reflects the combined
effect of an increase in productivity and an increase in requirements, which
decreases productivity. The increase in productivity is a function of tech
nology, training and design leaming, i.e., the number of designs produced
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by the firm and the industry. An organization learns most from producing
its own designs, but it leams also, with some time delay, from the designs
produced by others.
Putting all the above considerations together, Fey obtained the following
model for design manpower MM in man months:

MM = (l + D)YR * [A + B(k Equivalent Transistors)H] (40)

where YR is 1984 minus the year of the bulk of the design effort and A, B,
D and H are parameters of the model.
Note that the model adjusts productivity from year to year. D is the annual
improvement factor; A is the startup manpower; B is a measure of the pro
ductivity, the time required to design one equivalent transistor, i.e., one
unique random logic transistor; and H is a measure of economies
Idiseconomies of scale.
Substituting Table I in (1) one obtains the following equation for the
number of design man months MM:

MM = (1 + D )YR *
1 1

[A +B(UNQ+C*RPT+E*PLA +F*RAM2 +G*ROM2 )H]

To summarize, the model states that design manpower is B man month per
equivalent transistor with three modifications:

• Diseconomies of scale. Complex (many equivalent transistors)
designs require additional manpower as indicated by the exponent
H.

• Startup. Some manpower A, may be independent of the number of
equivalent transistors.

• Learning. Each year productivity increases by 100*D percent.

Table 11 shows the parameters which were retrieved by Fey from a limited
amount of data. The sensitivity for the various parameters was also deter
mined for a regular logic design and for a ROM design.

The complexity effects of the magnitude of Table 11 are not unusual for
engineering activities. For example, Walston and Felix [Walston77.1] and
Nelson [Nelson78] find economies of scale. Their H parameters are 0.91
and 0.98 respectively, while Jones [Jones77], Walston-Felix [Walston77.2],
Halstead [Halstead77] and Schneider [Schneider78] find H parameters of
1.40, 1.43, 1.5, and 1.83 respectively.
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Table 11 Manpower Model Parameter Values

Parameters Low Value Estimate High Value Sensitiyity
(Logic/ROM)

A, Constant 0 0 3
B, Productiyity 6 12 20 HighlHigh
C, Repeated Logic 0.05 0.13 0.25 LowIHigh
D, Improyement -0.05 -0.02 -0.10 High/High
E, PLA 0.1 0.37 0.7 Low
F,RAM 0.1 0.65 1.3 Low
G,ROM 0.05 0.08 0.15 Low/Low
H, Complexity 1.05 1.13 1.40 High/High

The complexity or diseconomies of scale parameter value depend on the
nature of the design problem. Boehm [Boehm81] varies the parameter from
1.05 to 1.20, depending on the nature of the task. The more complex the
interconnection of various parts of the design, the greater the diseconomies
of scale.

6.2. Gate equivalent

The definition of a gate equivalent used in this master thesis is as follows:

1 gare equivalent = 4 rransislOrs suilable for implemenring basic
logic functions such as a 2-inpUl NAND or
NOR gare

There are however other definitions such as one used by the P-ASIC design
flow utility GATES.

1 gare equivalenr = the area relative 10 the area used by the smal
lest 2-input NAND gare in a library

or

1 gate equivalent = the number of "grids", which is an unity of
area, divided by 3

These "size" definitions make a difference between two functional identical
building blocks. For example: one could have a 2-input NAND with a gate
equivalent count of one, and a 2-input NAND with a gate equivalent count
of four, due to a higher fan-out.
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The different definitions for a gate equivalent means that the "equivalent"
gate count for each library element in the circuit can by different.
In order to use the gate equivalent as a primary variabie for the design time
estimation model, it is usefull to choose the best definition of the gate
equivalent.
For the purpose of design time estimation the best definition of a gate
equivalent is the one which is not area driven, i.e. one gate equivalent
equals four transistors which constitute a 2-input gate. For this gate the
number of terminals is known; one gate equivalent has three terminals.
However, if the size of an integrated circuit is of utmost importance (large
to very large series), the "size" definition could be useful, because the chip
area becomes an important criteria.
Some research of the relation between the different definitions of a gate
equivalents was done by Rhebergen and Erftemeyer [Rheberg89] and
[Erft90].
A comparison was made of the number of gate equivalents according to the
definition of National and Elcoma [Rheberg89]. One of the results was a
relation between the "grid" definition and the 2-input definition:

C "grid" gate equivalent = 1 "2-input' gate equivalent (42)

It is important that the relations between the different definitions are
checked frequently.

6.3. Rent's Rule

Consider the division of a complete system into a number of building
blocks D, each of which consists of a number of gate equivalents. If there
are C gate equivalents per building block, then a complete system S
consists of C*D gate equivalents. Further, let each gate equivalent have an
average of K input/output terminals. Landman and Russo [Landman?1]
have analyzed such a situation applied to a number of real-life digital sys
tems, and by altering the number of building blocks ranging from D = 1,
C = S (= all system gate equivalents contained within one boundary) to
the other extreme of D = S, C = 1 (= only one gate equivalent per
building block), relationships between the required 1/0 terminals per
building blocks versus the number of building blocks per system have been
made.
Provided the number of building blocks D of the system is greater than 5
(this value was found for the data of Landman and Russo), then the
relationship
has been shown, where
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K = number of terminals per gate equivalent

P = number of 1/0 connections around the perimeter of the buil
ding block

and where index r has the range

0.57 ~ r ~ 0.75

depending upon the logic structure of the digital system. This relationship
has been termed Rent's rule although Rent (IBM, 1960) does not appear to
have personally published this result. The index r is sometimes termed
Rent's index. Note that in the extreme case of only one gate equivalent per
subdivision, P becomes:

(44)

which is obvious.
For the division of the complete system into a smaller number of building
blocks, D < 5, then the relationship

P = [KC - KbC rb - KsC rs ] (45)

is suggested, where

KC = total terminal requirements if every terminal K per
primitive building block was individually connected
to an 1/0 terminal of the building block
an empirical saving due to burying of terminal nets
entirely within a subdivision

an empirical saving due to sharing of nets and termi
nals

Unfortunately these latter two saving factors appear to have no easy value
or formulation. Further, the precise boundary between the region, where
the equation (43) holds, and the region where equation (45) holds is
imprecise; the value of D = 5 used above may vary from 3 to 12 in the
examples considered by Landman and Russo, with D = 5 as an average
boundary value. Therefore, without precise data it would seem appropriate
to ignore the region where equation (45) holds, and use when appropriate
equation (43), which is what is normally considered to be Rent's rule.
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Consider one gate equivalent (figure 10). It has 12 terminals, hence K =
12.

Figure 10 One gate equivalent Figure 11 Two gate equivalents

Figure 12 Three gate equivalents Figure 13 Four gate equivalents

It is possible to cluster gate equivalents in a lot of ways. The clustering of
2, 3 and 4 gate equivalents will be discussed, and from this a value for
Rent's index will be derived.

In all of the above cases K 12. Table 111 can now be derived:

Table 111 Rent' s index

B K P r

1 12 12 ?
2 12 18 0.58
3 12 24 0.63
4 12 24 0.50

This example also shows the major deficiency of the designtime estimating
model of [Weijdeven90] mentioned in chapter 5. The case for more gate
equivalents becomes more diverse.
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For the situation of figure 13, the situation is as derived in [Weijdeven90].
This is in fact the most ideal situation. The numbers in table 111 suggest
that for B is 2 or 3 the number of terminals of a building block are higher
than assumed in [Weijdeven90]. Actually the number of connection possi
bilities for the case of three gate equivalents is exactly the same as for the
case of four gate equivalents. The assumption made in [Weijdeven90] is
only valid in the most optimal situation. This is of course almost never the
case. In fact, it is possible to connect the gate equivalents like a ribbon;
then the number of connection possibilities will actually be ( n * 6 ) + 2 *
3, for n gate equivalents.
It is also possible that only two sides of a gate equivalent have connection
possibilities. If the gate equivalents are now connected like a ribbon then
the number of connection possibilities can actually become 12 * n. This
means that n gate equivalents have 12 * (n)! connection possibilities, hence
the limit for Rents index is 1.
The values for r found by Landman and Russo look a lot like the ones of
table 111.
If the formula (37) and (38) for the designtime are changed accordingly
they would look like this:

R I D · -r." 7200 # . 1 2r F l - 2r
ea eSlgn I. lme = * gate equlva ents * PHACO

52r *S
(46)

In the above the number 12 is used for the number of connection possibil
ities per gate equivalent. This assumption is also made in [Weijdeven90].
This is a rather arbitrary value, which was found by taking four transistors
which have each three connection possibilities. In fact the gate equivalent
according the 2-input NAND definition has only 3 connection possibilities.
The model transformer is not interested in the interconnection pattern of a
gate equivalent internally. For the model it is sufficient to know that a gate
equivalent, according to the two input NAND definition, has 2 inputs and
one output, and therefore has three connection possibilities. Elements like
NAND, NOR, EXOR etc., are available from a standard library or are
even already realised on silicium (gate array).
Hence it is only logical to conclude that a gate equivalent has only three
connection possibilities. This assumption shortens the design time by a
factor 144/9. If r is not assumed to by 0.5, but is a variabie, then a first
attempt to improve the model from [Weijdeven90] is to compute the real
design time from the following formula:
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450 . 2r 1-2r
Real Design Time = *#gate equlvalents *FPHACO (47)

52r *S

It is possible to see r as a measure for the complexity of the design. The
only trouble is that the design time estimation is relative sensitive to small
variations in rand that r is not exactly known in advance. An example is
worked out in appendix 1. The variability of r has another interesting
implication: the influence of the design language is no longer constant, but
dependent of the complexity. A very simple design can be equally fast
designed without use of design tools as with very sophisticated design tools.
However, if the design task becomes more and more complex the intelli
gence contained in the design tools becomes relevant and make the differ
ence.
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Chapter 7

Design time estimation

The theory of the previous chapters shall now be used to derive a model
for the design time estimation of Application Specific Integrated Circuits.
This derivation will be done in a number of steps, from the ideal situation
to a more design specific approach. The latter is of course the most
important because designs usually differ from the ideal case. However, the
ideal situation is also very interesting to consider, not only from the
deductive point of view, but it is also useful to improve the actual design
process. The information derived from this considerations can be used to
restrict the information to be generated for the design to a usefull mini
mum, i.e. to find the optimal design strategy.

7.1. Knowledge about the design

In order to estimate the design time it is necessary to look at the informa
tion which is available, or what can be easily estimated at the start of the
design trajectory. Some of these parameters are easy to come by and others
have to be estimated.

7.1.1. The size of the design

A measure for the size of the design is the number of gate equivalents
(section 6.2.). According to the two input NAND definition one gate
equivalent has three terminals. However the designer is only concerned
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with the elements from the hardware library. Therefore the relation gate
equivalent/library elements must be known. When this relationship is
known, it is possible to compute the information content of the
interconnection pattern for the worst case situation, which means that no
use is made of hierarchical design principles. This computation can be done
by using the syntax rules derived in section 4.2.1. This yields a designtime
which is quadraticly dependent of the size of the design.

7.1.2. Gates actually synthesized

The value found in the above section is useally unrealistic high, because
some hierarchy is always present. Therefore the use of hierarchical design
principles must be taken into account.
The use of hierarchical design principles results in the repeated use of
building blocks, which were designed previously. This fact leads to a
distiction between gates (or library elements) which are actually synthesized
and gates (or library elements) which are a part of a building blocks which
was already synthesized. In other words, there is a percentage of gates
(library elements) which are actually synthesized and there is a percentage
of gates (library elements) which are not synthesized explicitly, but were
included in the form of a building block that was already defined. This
means that the creation of frequently used building blocks is only taken into
account once, giving a reduction of the information content of the
interconnection pattern. However, the use of such a building block in a
higher level building block means that connections have to be taken into
account.

7.1.3. The influence of the hardware library

When designing an ASIe the designer usually does not generate for
example a flip-flop from gates. Instead, the designer makes use of a
hardware library, from which he/she selects elements which constitute a
function. Therefore it must be known how powerful this library is in term
of the reduction of the information content of the design.
The fact that the designer only deals with the library elements instead of
gate equivalents has an important consequence, i.e. the level of description
to be considered, in order to obtain the information content, should be the
library element level and not the gate equivalent level. This has a conse
quence for the number of terminals that have to be considered, the informa
tion contents of the gate equivalent to library element level does not have to
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be considered, because this was already done by the provider of the library.
Therefore it is necessary to know the number of library elements that are
going to be used. The library elements should however be of the same
class. This means that each element of a library should be of the same
order of size. For example: a flip-flop is not of the same class as a 16-bit
microprocessor. The micro-processor should be considered as a macro,
which need not be synthesized, but can be described in terms of library
elements.

7.1.4. The number of pins of the ASle

In chapter 6 the theory of Rent was discussed. It deals with the reduction
of terminals when joining a number of building blocks in a new building
block. When designing an ASIC this also occurs, in a number of steps,
dependent of the number of hierarchical levels. The large number of termi
nals on library element (or gate equivalent) level are reduced to the number
of pins of the ASIC on the highest level. From this Rent's index can be
computed (this will be discussed further on).
The number of pins of the ASIC is usually given in the original speci
fication and is therefore easily to obtain.

7.1.5. The number of design levels

As mentioned above, Rent's index depends on the number of hierarchical
levels. Therefore this number of intermediate levels of description should
be known. Put in other words, how many subdivisions does the designer
make to obtain the wanted function. This number is dependent of the size
of the design, because the larger the design becomes the more subdivisions
can be made. It is impossible to divide a 4 gate equivalent building block
into 5 levels of description.
An other consideration is that hierarchical design has some overhead, i.e.
the hierarchy yields extra connection possibilities. This was already shown
by Koomen [Koomen85]. The number of hierarchical levels will therefore
have an optimum, which will be discussed in the next sections.
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7.2. Estimation of design processes

7.2.1. The optimal design process

The optimal design process deals with an optimal subdivision of the design
(figure 14).

level 0

level 1

level 2

level 3

Figure 14 Optimal design process

That this subdivision is optimal is caused by the equal sized divisions, each
with an equal number of terminals. This yields a minimal information
content of the interconnection pattern. In this figure all the building blocks
at each level are of the same size in terms of gate equivalents. In this case
the design consists of 8 library elements. The number of design levels is 3,
where level 3 is the library element level and level 0 is the level of the
total design.
The number of building blocks which constitute a higher level building
block is given by:

(48)
level i

#building blockslevel i = (#building blockslevels) levels

Rent's index, which is actually the complexity index (section 6.3.), can be
computed, and so giving the number of terminals for each building block,
from the data described below:
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- number of library elements (#l.e.)
- number of library elements actually synthesized
- number of hierarchical levels (levels)
- number of pins of the ASIC (#pins)

A few notions have to be defined:

blocks[i] = the number of building blocks on level i

terms[i] = the number of terminals of a level i building block

(50)

(49)i < levels

Applying Rent's theory (equation (43» yields:

terms[i] = terms[i +1] *( blocks[i + 1] )'
blocks[zl

The number of pins of the ASIC equals:

#pins = terms[l] *( blocks[l] )'
blocks[O]

A special case IS the number of terminals of the library element level
building block:

terms[levels] = 3 *( #g.e. )'
#l.e.

(51)

From these formulas the following can be derived:

#pins = term[levels]*(#l.e.y (52)

(53)

and from this r can be computed:

1n( #pins )
r = \, terms[levels]

ln(#l.e.)

Of course it must be held in mind that the obtained value for r only holds
for the ideal design trajectory, where all building blocks are of equal size
and complexity.
Also this value for r can be found outside the interval (0.57 < r < 0.75)
found by Landman and Russo [Landman7l], because the data is different.
In realistic situations r will vary from level to level and from building
block to building block. This detailed approach will be discussed further
on.
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Once the value for r is known, it becomes possible to compute the number
of terminals for each building block on each level. From that the informa
tion in the interconnection pattern of the design can be computed.

To bring into account the percentage of library elements that were not
synthesized, i.e. the percentage of gates which will not contribute to the
information content of the design, the number of blocks on each level will
be reduced accordingly, with the restriction that the number of building
blocks on one level cannot be smaller than one.

The information in the interconnection pattern of the design can now be
computed for this optimal case.
If the number of design levels is made variabie an interesing effect occurs;
the information content first decreases for an increases number of design
levels to an optimum and then increases again, due to the overhead of the
hierarchy (figure 15). This figure was derived for an eight bit parity
generator as described in figure 16.

The parlty generator
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Figure 15 Optimal number of hierarchical levels

This proves that the number of design levels cannot be increases infinitly.
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7.2.2. The real design process

The rea! design process differs from the optimal design process. Only in
some cases the real design process will be an approximate of the optimal
process. An example is the design of RAM and ROM. But in most cases
optimal and rea! design process will differ largely. The reason for this
difference is the number of hierarchical levels estimated. In the optimal
design process each branch of the design tree was equally large and all of
them where of the same weight. In the rea! design process this is hardly
ever true. Therefore an suitable correction would be to take the weighted
average number of levels. This could be done by multiplying each connec
tion term with its corresponding level. This topic needs further research.
The average number of levels for the rea! design process will be different
from the number of levels for the optimal design process, because of less
ideal subdivisions.

7.2.3. A more detailed approach

When more information about the design becomes available (such as
structure and subdivisions) the optimal design process from the above
section can be refined. It becomes possible to split up the design into a
number of modules each of which can be treated as separate designs. For
each module a number of characteristics can be found, such as:

- number of gate equivalents
- number of library elements
- number of library elements actually synthesized
- number of hierarchical levels (levels)
- number of pins of the module

With this information the information content for the submodules of the
designstep from level 0 to level 1 can be computed. For each of these
submodules the approach of as described above can be used.
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7.3. Investigating completed designs

If a design is completed the information content can be derived exactly.
This is of course the information contents for the Ideal Design Process, i.e.
it is derived from the final version of the design. All previous erroneous
designs are ignored.
Once the design is completed it is quite simple to retrieve data such as the
number of library elements, number of terminals per library element,
number of design levels etc.
The information content can be derived from three points of view:

• without use of hierarchical design principles and without computer
tools

• with use of hierarchical design principles and without computer
tools

• with use of hierarchical design principles and with computer tools

This gives a more detailed notion of the effect of the different approaches.
In terms of information theoretic this would yield:

H( design)
H ( design / hierarchical design principles )
H( design / hierarchical design principles, computer toaIs)

All these approaches give differnt results and therefore the influence of
hierarchical design methods, computer tools etc. can be found.

7.3.1. Completed designs

From Philips Communication Systems Hilversum two completed designs
were obtained. These two design will be referred to as design A and B.
The characteristics of these two designs are given in Table IV.
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Tabel IV Completed designs A and B

Design A B

# library elements 976 2532

# terminals 3463 9275

# I.e. synthesized 506 540

# terminal synthesized 2387 2949

# pins of ASIC 21 32

design time (man weeks) 6.5 9

The determination of the information content will be based on the informa
tion in the interconnection pattern.

From the data in Table IV the information contents of the flat design, i.e.
the design without use of hierarchical design principles can be computed,
by using the following formula:

H(design) = cc (cc - 1) + #pins of the ASJe * cc (54)
2

where 0'. = the number of terminals.
This yields for the two investigated designs:

H (design A) =

H(design B) =
6067176 bits

43304975 bits

From the design information obtained from Philips CS it was also possible
to compute the information contents of the design with use of hierarchical
design principles, but without computer tools. This was done by interpret
ing the MENTOR sheets of the design, which give a graphical impression
of the design, and the syntax mIes derived in section 4.2.1.

H(design A / hierarchical design method) = 290672 bits
H(design B / hierarchical design method) = 342413 bits
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Hence hierarchical design princip1es give in this case a huge reduction of
the informaton contents. For design A the reduction is of a factor 20.9 and
for design B a factor 126.5. The difference can be explained by the fact
that design B consists mainly of one building block which is repeated eight
times. Design A has 1ess repeated logic and therefore the effect of hier
archical design principles is not as large as is the case for design B.
From the hardware description language listing the influence of the HLDL
can be derived. The information contents is derived by determining the
information in the interconnection pattem of the parts that had to by
connected by the designer manually. The man-machine interaction in order
to have the computer take care of the rest of the design is not taken into
consideration. This yields:

H(design AI hier. design method, HLDL) = 56122 bits
H(design BI hier. design method, HLDL) = 232498 bits

From the above it becomes clear that the influence of the HLDL on design
A is of a factor 5.2 and that the HLDL of design B has almost no influ
ence, a factor 1.5.
This large difference can be explained by mentioning two reasons:

• design B was designed with a first version of the HLDL which was
also used for design A. Design B was designed with PHACO
version 1

• design A was done with PHACO version 2. This version included
some features which made it more powerfull, and the designer was
more experienced in using PHACO.

The influence of the HLDL on design B was not as large as possible, due
to inexperience of the designer.
In the above cases the information contents is determined from the data that
was available on paper. What was not available were the lines of thought of
the designer. The designer could have a certain hierarchy in mind and
actually designed it in that way, but the resulting implementation could be
without any hierarchy. This was found the case in design B were some 16
bit input/output buffers were designed as flat structures (non-hierarchical)
while it is quite obvious that the designer has used hierarchical design
principles.
This will be made clear by a simple example. Consider an eight-bit parity
generator (figure 16).
It can be designed as a bitslice structure (method 1), where eight identical
building blocks are connected together. This yields an information content
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Figure 16 Different design methods

of the interconnection pattern of 1261 bits. It is also possible to split up the
parity generator in two equal four bit parity generators etc. (method 2).
This method yields an information content of 628 bits. There is a major
difference between the two methods while the design task was identical.
Method 1 has a high information content of the interconnection pattern, but
the generation of noise (the creation of new building blocks) is minimized.
Method 2 however needs more new building blocks through which the
lower information content of the interconnection pattem is compensated. It
is very hard to find out which way the designer followed in his mind.
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Chapter 8

Application to other areas

The information theoretic approach for design processes, which was used to
obtain the information contents of Application Specific Integrated Circuits,
can also be applied to other interesting areas, such as organizational
structures and software development.
The application of the theory to those two areas involves specific syntax
mIes, which have to be investigated, in order to obtain satisfying results.
These two application areas will be discussed in the following sections.

8.1. Organizational structures

In [Weijdeven90] the influence of more than one designer in one design
was investigated. It is almost common knowIegde that the productivity of N
designers does not equal N times the individual productivity.
The maximum individual productivity of a designer is given by the Stroud
number S. The reduction of productivity due to communication with other
members of the design group is given by the log2 of the number of
communication links. So the individual productivity of a designer in a
design group equals:

individual productivity = S - log2 f} (55)

where TI is the number of communication links.
The total group productivity of a design group of which consists of N
members equals N times the individual productivity.
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(56)

The above implies that the group productivity increases to a certain maxi
mum, and then decreases again. The group productivity can even become
negative if the number of group members becomes large enough.
An effect of the model is that the intensity of each communication link
decreases as the tota! number of communication links increases.
This model of a design team gives a good impression of the situation as it
occurs in practice. It has one major drawback: it does not account for the
intensity of the communication. The loss of productivity is per communica
tion link given by:

1 . . I' k log211oss per commumcatlon In ==

"and therefore does imply a constant initial productivity loss.

A similar model for organizational structures and more specific for a design
team, is given by (Conte86].
Two extreme structures are recognized (figure 17 and figure 18)

( )

I
L (J l) (~)) \

J',--.--/

Figure 17 Non-structured design Figure 18 Structured design
group group

For the non-structured design group the number of communication links
equals N(N-l)/2. The number of communication links for the structured
design group equals N-l. The organization and size of the team will affect
the number of communication links. Between the above mentioned
extremes (one of which is OeN) and the other is O(N2» , the management
can select structures which lead to a team with O(NP) , 1~ p ~ 2. The term
N-I P equals the number of communication paths of the tota! team.
It is possible to partition the team and the work into k equal-sized groups to
allow fuIl communication within each group, but only one communication
link per group with the project supervisor. The tota! number of communi
cation paths C(N) is given by:
The complexity factor p of the organization can be computed from:
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C(N) = ! * N (N - 1) + k
2 k k

NP = C(N)

(57)

(58)

As mentioned before p varies from 1 for minima! interaction to 2 for
maxima! interaction. In practice p ranges somewhere between these two
va1ues.
Assume that the maximum productivity of a designer is given by the Stroud
number S. Further assume that each communication link resu1ts in a net
loss of s moments per second. Then the resultant productivity of each
designer will on average be:

Sind = S - seN -1)Y (59)

where 0 ~ "'I ~ 1. The term N-1"( indicates the number of communication
paths for a single designer; "'1= 1 implies that this designer communicates
with every other team member.
The tota1 productivity of the design team is given by Sgroup and is given by:

S = NS. = N(S - seN -1)Y) (60)
group ind

Tabel V Optima1 team size

"'I = 1, S = 10, S = 1

N Sind Sgroup

1 10 10
2 9 18
3 8 24
4 7 28
5 6 30
5.5 5.5 30.25
6 5 30
7 4 28

Again the group productivity will firstly increase to a certain maximum and
then decreases. The optima1 team size, when on1y looking at productivity,
will be found by solving the following formu1a for N:
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dS
group = S - s(N-l)v - syN(N-1)V-l = 0 (61)

dN

Tab1e IV and V give examples of designteams with their optimum teamsize
and productivity.

Tabel VI Maximum productivity

S = 10, S = 1

Optimal Sgroup

1.00
0.75
0.60
0.50

5.5
10.6
21.5
45.0

5.5
4.5
3.9
3.4

30.25
48.19
83.32

151.50

8.2. Software development

In the field of Software Engineering people are very interested in methods
which can estimate the design effort of large software projects. That is why
there are already a lot of models for the designtime estimation of software
[Boehm84]. All these models have in common that they are based on a
large projects database on which statistical methods are applied.
The theory presented in the previous chapters can be used almost
unchanged for software projects. The analogy with the design of ASICs is
very strong. The only essential difference is the target language, i.e. the
language in which the designer wishes to express himself. For hardware the
target language is the collection of 1ibrary elements. In the case of software
the target language is PASCAL, Fortran, C etc.
Each of these target languages have a set of syntax rules. These syntax
rules determine the information content of the sequence of the elements of
the language.
In both cases tools can be used. A hardware designer uses a hardware
description language, a testpattern generator etc. The software designer can
use tooiboxes, debuggers etc.
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To account for the influence of the syntax rules for the target languages in
case of a software development further research must he done.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

The theory presented by Conant, and which was applied to system design
by Koomen [Koomen85] and v.d. Weijdeven [Weijdeven90] at the level of
the design environment, can also by applied to the design of an ASJC itself,
on a microscopic level. What was considered to be noise by Koomen and
v.d. Weijdeven can be decomposed in a coordination term, a blockage
term, a throughput term and again a noise term (chapter 4).
Awareness of this decomposition means that the interconnection pattern is
not the only index for the complexity of the design (it is the most easily
index to obtain). Tt also means that the theory of Conant can be applied to
both the organizational structure, the design environment and the design
process itself.
When designing, noise can be divided into two classes: noise which indica
tes a creative act and noise in the true meaning of the word: unwanted
information, due to errors, incomplete specifications, etc. When only noise
in terms of creativity is present then the Jdeal Design Process (lDP) is a
fact. The Actual Design Process (ADP) includes the noise due to design
errors etc.
The size and complexity of the design determine the design effort that is
required to obtain a correct implementation of the specification. The
complexity of the design does also determine the part of the design effort
which will be taken over by the tools. The more complex the design
become, the influence of intelligent tools becomes larger.

Tt was shown that hierarchical design does reduce the information content
of the interconnection pattern of a design. Tt was shown also that extreme
application of hierarchical design principles means that the information in
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the interconnection pattern increases due to the connecting of all the
subdivisions.
Therefore hierarchical design principles must be applied with consideration.
The information contained in the terms Fb , Ft and Fn of the design should
be further investigated from completed designs. The term Fb was shown to
be the information in the selection process of elements from a library. This
process is amental activity and concerns the field of cognitive psychology.
The term Fn concerns the information due to the creation and specification
of new building blocks. The relation number of design levels versus Fn is
also to be investigated from completed designs. The term Ft stands for the
verification effort.

Because the influence of design tools becomes more and more important,
the man-machine interface becomes more and more important. The
interaction between designer and tools takes time and therefore this interac
tion should be measured. Instead of drawing a design with a pencil, the
designer now uses High Level Description Languages (HLDLs), which are
very much like programming languages. Therefore this is the measuring of
man-machine interaction is very much related to the design time estimation
problem for software. In fact the problem is the same as for ASIes, only
the syntax rules which are applied are different. On this matter work needs
to be done. The extension to organizational structures also needs work.

The model for design time estimation cannot be delivered because there is
not enough data available to make a strong case for a certain model. Only
two completed design could be investigated, this is obviously too small a
basis for strong arguments, but a method was presented that can be verified
when more completed designs are available.
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